Third Grade Supply List 2017-2018
Items that each student needs for him/herself: These items will be used on a
daily basis and may need to be replenished throughout the year.
Item

Quantity

Description/Type

Accordion Folder

1

7 dividers (Can be vertical or horizontal)

Graph paper notebooks

1

For Math

Composition Book

6

Different Colors - Wide Ruled

Pocket Folder

6

Different Colors

Ruler

1

12” ruler with standard & metric units

Scissors

1

5” scissors

Crayons

1

24 count box (Crayola preferred)

Color Pencils

1

24 count box (Crayola preferred)

Markers (Classic)

2

10 count box (Thin) and 10 count box (Broad)

Earbuds/Headphones

1

Please choose one that is most comfortable to
wear

Book Covers

6

From store or you can make at home with brown
paper during the 1st week ofschool

Erasers

4

White, hi-polymer

Pens

4

Various Colors (No Black, No Gel Pens)

Highlighters

4

Various Colors

Supply Case

1

Box for holding all supplies

Backpack

1

No Rolling backpacks

Items that are Community Supplies (please do not label with name)
Last names A- M: bring class supplies first day of school (August)
Last names N-Z: bring class supplies after Christmas Break (January - A reminder
will be sent)
Item

Quantity

Description/Type

Clorox Wipes

3

Roll

Kleenex

4

Boxes

Baby Wipes

4

Flip Top unscented to be used for cleaning
hands in class

Paper towels

4

Roll

Copy Paper

3

Packages (2 plain white and 1 in any color)

Construction Paper

1

Pack - Various Colors

Glue

12

Sticks

Dry erase markers

4

Index Cards

1

Any color, Fine Tip (Thin) Expo brand
preferred
4" x 6" Ruled, White Index Cards, 100/Pack

Post - It Notes

1

Multicolor 3-pk. 3in x 3in

Post - It Notes

1

Lined 3-pk. 3in x 3in

Pencils

3 pack

#2, 12 count pack (No Mechanical Pencils)
Ticonderoga brand preferred

Scotch Tape

1

3-Pack, Individual Student Use

Hand Sanitizer

1

8 oz. Bottle

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Dear Third Grade Parents,
Summer is a wonderful time to enjoy good books! Our mission at OLG is to foster a love of
reading with reader’s workshop. We encourage your child to continue to spend time reading
independently with books at his/her “just-right” level.
Reading is not just how many pages your child read or what level he/she is at. Reading is the
passport the rest of the world! Reading is comprehending the text, making predictions about
what will happen next, making connections with the text, inferring on what the message is based
on the details the text provides, retelling key events from the story, and being able to write about
what was just read. As your child is reading this summer, we encourage you to take this
opportunity to spend time reading to your child and having discussions about what they are
reading.
Students entering 3rd grade are required to read a total of three books. Students need to bring the
three books that he/she reads this summer with them on the first day of school. During the first 2
weeks of school, we will be completing different writing assignments based on the books that
he/she read. Enclosed in this packet, you will find a list of books for 3rd grade as well as the
directions for how to mark up the book that they read. Only three books are required, but we’d
like to encourage students to read as many books, both fiction and nonfiction, as they’d like!
Please note that summer reading books do not have to be purchased. The books can be
checked out from a local library. All markings will be completed on post-its. The books will
be used the first 2 weeks of school.
Over the summer, all students are encouraged to continue practicing their math skills that were
learned in 2nd grade. A list of skills to practice and suggested websites with resources is included
in this packet. Please take time over the summer to review with your child the skills listed. This
will help them to be ready for the start of the school year when we do a quick review of 2nd
grade standards.

Have a great summer! See you in August!
Mrs. Martinez

All summer reading books must be brought in marked up with post-its on
the First Day of School.

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Students must bring in 3 books that they have read over the summer. They are always encouraged
to read more! It is important to read to help the students to maintain their level and to keep the
skills that they have been working on in 2nd grade fresh in their minds.
Students must read one book that is at their “just-right” level. Students must also read one fiction
and one nonfiction book of his/her choosing.
Book 1: Choose a fiction book at your “just-right” level. Below is a website that can help you
find a book that you like!
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers
On the website, go to the third tab found on the left side and click on BOOK WIZARD, then click
on the third tab going across on the right called A-Z SEARCH BY READING LEVEL. Click the
bubble next to GUIDED READING and select your child’s reading level in the drop down menu.
From there, you can view all the books at your child’s level.
For this book, students must mark specific elements of the story using post-its. (Directions and
examples on how to mark-up the book with post-its is given on Step-Up Day.)
• Students must always write the page number on the post-it of where they are going to stick it in
case it falls out.
• Students will then write the info needed on the post it.
Identifying Characters: (Make sure to label the page number on the post-it in case it falls out.)
• On top of the post-it, write the word CHARACTER
• Any time a new character is introduced, write down the name of the character and page number
of when the character is introduced on a new post-it.
• The number of post-its depends on the number of characters.
• After your finish reading your book, choose one character that was your favorite and write the
name of the character on a post-it. Write a brief sentence explaining why he/she is your
favorite. Put this post-it on the inside of the book, on the back cover.

CHARACTER
Name of Character

Page Number

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Book 2: Choose one fiction book. (You may choose a book from the list provided.)
• Put a post-in next to your two favorite parts of the story. Write down a brief sentence
explaining why you like that part.

My favorite part is
because

Book 3: Choose one nonfiction book. (You may choose a book from the list provided.)
• Put a post-it next to 3 things that you learned while reading the book. On the post-it simply
write down the fact that you learned and the page number of where the fact was found.

New Fact That I learned…

Page Number

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Math Skills Practice:
Over the summer, you can log your child into TenMarks and continue practicing the 2nd grade
standards. This will help them to be ready for the start of the school year when we do a review of
2nd grade standards.
Steps to Sign-Up to TenMarks:
1. Visit www.summermath.tenmarks.com to register for the program.
2. You will receive an email with instructions on how to get started.
3. At the start of the program, your child will receive a short diagnostic assessment based
on the grade he/she is completing.
4. The assessment will be automatically graded and TenMarks will create a personalized
program designed to prepare your child for the upcoming year.
5. You can create custom rewards to keep your child motivated – pizza, ice cream, or a
trip to the zoo! It’s all up to you!
An hour a week is all it takes for your child to strengthen his/her math skills, and prepare for the
year ahead. The TenMarks Summer Math Program will guide your child through their
personalized program, one topic at a time, helping them refresh what they know, and help them
learn what they don’t. Each assignment contains embedded instruction (hints, video lessons, and
interventions) to ensure success.
Ten Marks website: www.summermath.tenmarks.com

Specific Math Skills to Review:
• Practice your addition and subtraction facts (use workbooks or flashcards)
• Practice working with time and money (use workbooks or online worksheets)
• Practice working with shapes (use workbooks or online worksheets)
Suggested Websites for both English Language Arts and Math Review: (Please remember
to review 2nd grade skills.)
• www.internet4classrooms.com/skills_2nd.htm
• www.ezschool.com/grade2/index.html
• www.abcya.com/second_grade_computers.htm

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
FICTION CHAPTER BOOKS
^ indicates a title in a series. If you have already read this one, try another.
Adler, David

^ Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Stolen Diamonds
A series with Cam Jansen as the lead detective who takes pictures in her
head.

Atinuke

^Anna Hibiscus
Ordinary adventures turn into extraordinary experiences for this
young girl living inAfrica.

Avi

^The End of the Beginning
Avon the snail, and Edward, an ant, set off together in search of
adventure.

Barrows,Annie

^Ivy + Bean
Two very different girls become close friends.

Blume, Judy

^Going, Going, Gone! With the Pain and the Great One
The Pain and the Great One are on the move as they go to the mall and
get separated.

Cleary, Beverly

^ Ramona the Pest
Lively Ramona is only one of this author’s many wonderful
characters.

Coven, Wanda

^ Heidi Heckelbeck Has a Secret
After being homeschooled her whole life, Heidi enters school for
second grade and she has to figure out how to deal with a mean girl
and keep a secret.

Dahl, Roald

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
The Magic
Trot Fantastic
Mr. Fox
Just a few titles from this witty and clever author.

DiCamillo, Kate

^ Bink & Gollie
Two roller-skating best friends share three comical adventures.

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
DiCamillo, Kate

^Mercy Watson to the Rescue
Mercy the pig saves the day by accident.

English, Karen

^Nikki & Deja
When a new girl moves into the neighborhood, best friends Nikki and
Deja decide to form an exclusive club without her with unexpected
results.

Evans, Douglas

The Elevator Family
The Wilson family spends their holiday in the perfect hotel room - the
elevator.

Gannett, Ruth

^ My Father’s Dragon
A boy voyages to Wild Island to free a captive baby dragon.

Greenburg, J. C.

^On the Dog
When ten-year-old Andrew invents a shrinking machine, he does not
expect to be sucked into the machine and end up in a dog’s nose.

Grimes, Nikki

^Make Way for Dyamonde Daniel
Spunky third-grader Dyamonde Daniel misses her old neighborhood,
but when she befriends a boy named Free, she finally starts to feel at
home.

Han, Jenny

Clara Lee and the Apple Pie Dream
Korean American fourth-grader Clara Lee longs to be Little Miss Apple
Pie.

Harper,
Charise Mericle

^Just Grace
Misnamed by her teacher, seven-year-old Just Grace tries to help people
feel better but sometimes her good intentions backfire.

Holme, Jennifer L.

^Babymouse: Queen of the World
A graphic novel about an imaginative mouse who dreams of being
queen of the world, but will settle for an invitation to a slumber party.

Hurwitz, Johanna

^ New Neighbors for Nora
Six stories about an irrepressible seven-year-old.

Kline, Suzy

^ Horrible Harry and the Ant Invasion
Harry is back in Room 2B and up to his usual mischief!

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Lagercrantz, Rose

My Happy Life
A sweet story about a young girl who manages to be happy even when it
is hard.

Look, Lenore

^Ruby Lu, Brave and True
Seven year old Ruby Lu spends time with her baby brother, goes to
Chinese school, performs magic tricks, learns to drive, and has
adventures with friends.

McDonald, Megan ^ Judy Moody
Third grader Judy Moody is in a bad mood on the first day of school
until she gets an assignment to create a collage all about herself.
McKay, Hilary

^Lulu and the Duck in the Park
Lulu does not like getting in trouble but her love for animals is more
important than worrying about breaking the rules.

Osborne,
Mary Pope

^ Mummies in the Morning
Children go back in time when they enter the magic tree house.

Primavera, Elise

Libby of High Hopes
Libby tries to convince her parents to let her take riding lessons when
she discovers a nearby horse farm and she meets her dream horse,
Princess.

Simon, Francesca

^Horrid Henry
When Horrid Henry actually behaves well it causes his brother Perfect
Peter all sorts of problems.

Spires,Ashley

^Binky the Space Cat
Binky, a house cat who believes the family home is actually a space
station, trains and prepares to travel into outer space.

Stilton, Geronimo

^Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye
The discovery of an old map by his sister Thea leads Geronimo and his
family to search for buried treasure on a faraway island.

Thomson, Melissa

^Keena Ford and the Second-grade Mix-up
Keena Ford chronicles her many mishaps as she begins second grade.

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
NONFICTION BOOKS
^ Indicates title in a series. If you have already read this one, try another.
Arnosky, Jim

Shimmer and Splash: The Sparkling World of Sea Life
A visually delightful and informative book about the life that exists in the
world under water.

Aston,
Dianna Hutts

^ A Rock is Lively
A beautiful and informative introduction to the world of rocks.

Bishop, Nic

Nic Bishop Lizards
Stunning up-close photographs and fascinating facts about lizards.

Cole, Joanna

^ The Magic School Bus Inside the Earth
A great introduction to science through a class trip with the teacher Ms.
Frizzle.

DK Eyewitness

^ DK Eyewitness Books: Robot
Young readers will be amazed to learn all that robots can do: perform
delicate surgical operations, clean city sewers, work as museum tour
guides, or even battle each other in combat. Find out how humans have
created these mechanical minds and bodies.

DK Readers

^ Dinosaur Detectives
Pioneers in the history of dinosaur fossil hunting are described in this
book, along with the methods they used and the methods that are
currently used today.

Editors for Time for TIME for Kids Zoo 3D: An Incredible Animal Adventure
Kids Magazine
Fantastic 3D photos of wild animals on every page.
*You can also check other TIME for Kids Dinosaurs 3D.
Emberley, Ed

^ Ed Emberley’s Picture Pie 2
The author suggests how to cut a basic circle into arcs and curves and use
the pieces to draw birds, animals, fish, and other objects and designs.

Floca, Brian

Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11
An illustrated account of the flight of Apollo 11 in 1969.

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Guiberson,
Brenda Z

Frog Song
An absolutely stunning introduction to these fascinating creatures.

Hatkoff, Isabella

^ Leo the Snow Leopard: The True Story of an Amazing Rescue
The true story of Leo, a snow leopard who lost his mother in the snow
and was raised by a shepherd before being transported to the Bronx
Zoo.

Hatkoff, Juliana

^ Winter's Tail: How One Little Dolphin Learned to Swim Again
The true story of Winter, a baby dolphin who was rescued from a crab
trap, her tail seriously damaged, and rushed to Clearwater Marine
Aquarium. Winter survived, but eventually her tail fell off. Then
Winter received a prosthetic tail. It was very challenging but now
Winter is thriving and using her new tail with great command. Every
year, thousands of visitors travel to visit Winter who has become an
inspiration to adults and children.

Holland, Jennifer S. Unlikely Friendship: 50 Remarkable Stories from the Animal
Kingdom
Incredible and heartwarming stories about animals that have bonded in
the most unexpectedways.
Jones,
Charlotte Foltz

Mistakes that Worked
This illustrated text presents the stories behind forty things that were
invented or named by accident, including aspirin, X-rays, frisbees, silly
putty, and velcro.

Judge, Lita

Bird Talk: What Birds Are Saying and Why
A look at birds of kinds and the funny and fascinating things that they
say.

Lyons, George Ella All the Water in the World
A lyrical, illustrated look at the water cycle.
Macy, Sue

Basketball Belles: How Two Teams and One Scrappy Player Put
Women’s Hoops on the Map
A picture book about the birth of women’s basketball in the late 1800s.

Markle, Sandra

The Long, Long Journey: The Godwit’s Amazing Migration
Follow the flight of this amazing bird as it makes its nonstop,
7,000 mile migration from Alaska to New Zealand.

Incoming Third Grader
Summer Assignment
Messner, Kate

Over and Under the Snow
Over the snow, the world is hushed and white while there are many
animals who spend their winter hidden under the snow.

National
^ Weird But True
Geographic Society A collection of 300 quirky and fun facts about a variety of topics, such as
animals, planets, and food.
Strum, James

^ Adventures in Cartooning
Uses a story about a magical elf who helps a princess learn how to draw
a comic to present techniques for and advice about drawing comics.

